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Foreword
The diversity of thought throughout the HD Studio always produces great
synergy between projects with overlapping areas of interest. Here, we see a question
about why Las Vegas’ public green space lags behind other cities’ lead to more
questions (and answers) about how the pedestrian experience along Las Vegas
Boulevard could transform from a predominately car-centric space into a sidewalk
experience that extends the excitement of resorts’ interiors to the outside. Like other
theses that explore everything from public promenades to places for social media
posts, the work of David Navarreto calls on lessons learned from urban planning,
landscape architecture, and the whimsical nature of thematic architecture often
associated with Las Vegas.
The themes, however, are not cliché or kitsch. The design of new green
spaces are also connected to the building performance of adjacent resorts. The
interventions’ comprehensive connectivity across The Strip illustrates how multiple
properties and the public realm can work together to orchestrate more activities and
behaviors between the Strip’s existing destinations. The park-like spaces begin to feel
like new destinations in and of themselves… ultimately expanding the list of things that
Las Vegas offers and reaching new audiences of global travelers.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to formulate a master plan for
the Las Vegas strip, the master plan will focus on Las Vegas BLVD
and how to best incorporate strategies that deal with pedestrians,
traffic and the additions of green spaces throughout the strip.
We will begin by defining and understanding the Las Vegas strip,
researching the three areas of pedestrian design, traffic design and
the addition of green space. We will then create a comparative study
between various cities in comparison to Las Vegas. From there we
will identify possible improvements and how to best implement
them in the strip.
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Area of Focus
1

1 Las Vegas Sahara
2

Circus Circus

3

Resorts World Las Vegas

4

Trump Hotel

5

Fashion Show

6

Encore Wynn

7

Treasure Island

2
3

4

8 The Palazzo at the
Venetian Resort
9 Sands Expo

5

10 The Venetian

8

11 The Mirage

13 The Linq
14

17 Grand Bazaar Shops
18 Bally’s Las Vegas
19 Paris

9

12
13
15

15 Flamingo
16 Bellagio

10

11

12 Harrah’s Las Vegas

14 Ceasar’s Palace

6

7

16
20

17

18
19

21

22

20 The Cosmopolitan
21 Planet Hollywood

23

22 Aria

24

23 Park MGM

26

24 New York-New York
25 MGM Grand

28

26 Excalibur
27 Tropicana
28 Luxor
29 Mandaly Bay
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Introduction
40 million people visit the Las Vegas strip every year, they come to
experience the unique sites along the Las Vegas strip. Yet the experience
that connects the Casinos along the Las Vegas strip is often forgotten.
Tourists are quick to walk to the next casino as the Las Vegas sun makes
it almost impossible to enjoy the experience of walking to your next
destination. The site of the streets in the Las Vegas strip are mediocre at best,
the lights at night distract the tourists from the bleak streets, the unengaging
medians, but are constantly reminded of the heavy traffic that flows through
the strip. Pedestrians have to make detours from their destinations as they
can not cross the street safely. The incredibly wide roads bisect perhaps
some of the countries most walked sidewalks without much protection.
While the strip is always evolving in order to offer better experiences to its
tourists it has neglected the local population. The highly privatized land in
the Las Vegas strip has made it difficult for the city of Las Vegas to pursue
any changes towards the strip and because of this the casinos and resorts
make their own master plans leaving the strip with no real future cohesion.
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Thesis
In order to elevate the pedestrian experience of the Las Vegas Strip
additions of green space along pedestrian paths must be incorporated,
pedestrian safety must be improved with a redesign of the streetscape
along Las Vegas Boulevard.

8
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Identifying Green Spaces on
the Strip

The Las Vegas Strip is not devoid of green space, in fact many of the resorts
have green spaces surrounding them, The Green space surrounding the
casions and resorts is usually extravagant and does not use local or native
plants of the Las Vegas region. The main problem comes in when we begin
to discuss public green space especially in the street scape of the Las Vegas
Strip.
The main goal of this project in regards to green space, is to implement
green space in public space in order to enchance the pedestrian experience
in the Las Vegas Strip.
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Las Vegas Green Space Study
Map Area: 16.21 km2= 6.26 mi2
Public Green
Space

~ 1.o% =.16 km2 = .06mi2

Private Green ~ 9.6% = 1.56 km2 = .6mi2
Space
Area A
Area B
Area C

Public Green Space
~1% = .09mi2
Private Green Space
~9.6%
White ~35.8%
Black~53.6%

10
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General Information:
Area: 6.26 squared miles
Population: ~12,912residents, ~ 106,800 avg daily visitors, ~ 41 million avg
visitors a year
% of GS in the Area: ~1% public green space, ~9.6% private green space
total of ~10.6% green space

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score; 45
The Las Vegas Strip is currently designed for cars, regardless of the amount of
pedestrian found on the strip on any given time. It taks an approximte hour to get
from one end of the strip to the other.
Transit Score: 49
Below average transit score, The Las Vegas strip does not have an adequate
public trsit system in place that is reliable. An average commute can take approx.
35 min.
Bike Score: 42
Not reccomended to use a bicycle in the Las Vegas Strip, there is minimal bicycle
infrastucture making it un safe to use. Average travel time is 28 mins.
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Evaluating the Las Vegas Strip
The Las Vegas Strip is a unique experience, the strip offers
entertainment in its urban core not foundly commonly
on any other cities found within the United States. Yet
the it is lacking in basic urban core fundamentals. The
strip adheres to the minimum of design when it comes
to accomodating the pedestrian. As it currently stands
right now the Strip caters primarliy to the largest mode
of transportation within the the city, the car. Streets
are wide, and parking is always in demand. Public
transportation is mediocre, the presence of alternate
means of transportation such as bicycles is almost entirely
nonexistant. The sidewalks are wide and busy with activity
with sparse use of landscape, pedestrian bridges exist only
to hesitantly used by pedestrians given there is no other
safeway to cross the wide streets. Yet the streetscape
of the strip can still provide memorable moments that
attract tourist from all over the world regardless of the
entertainment found within the casinos. Currently the
Las Vegas Strip is iconic holding many experiences one
can observe as being memorable, however it holds the
potential to become more than an icon.

12
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Downtown Longbeach, Los Angeles, CA
Case Study Cities

8
9
7

6

2

5

3

1
4

Map Area: 5.45 km2= 2.26 mi2
Area of Focus
1 Aquarium of the Pacific
2 The Pike Outlets

7 Gov. George Deukmejian
Courthouse
8 Cesar E. Chavez Park
9 Golden Park

3 LB Convention &
Entertainment Center
4 Aquarium of the Pacific
5 Long Beach Grand Prix
6 Long Beach City Hall
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Walkscore Breakdown:
General Information:
Area: 1.38 Unsquared Miles
Population: ~19,300
% of GS in the Area: 14.5% of

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score; 92
Downtown Longbeach is walkable, an avaerage of 20 mins is needed to see most
of the neighborhood.
Transit Score: 77
Downtown Long beach has an above average transit score, however it loses to its
own bike score.
Bike Score: 84
An avergae of 10 mins is needed to travel throuogh most of the neighborhood
using a bicycle.
3rd Most walkable neighborhood in L.A.

Comparing Travel Time and Distance

10 min pedestian travel

10 min bicycle travel

14
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20 min pedestian travel
10 min public transit travel

5 min vehicular travel

Green Space Study

Map Area: 5.45 km2= 2.26 mi2
Green Space ~14.5% = .8km2 = .3mi2
White ~ 50.15%
Black ~ 35.3%
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Learning from Long Beach
Downtown Long Beach like most downtown districts has
a little bit of everything, tourist attractions, retail, schools,
parks, and urban living. It has an above average walkability
score, mostly due to the density of ammenities near the
Northern regions of the neighborhood. an average of
20 mins is needed to cross most of the downtown by
walking and for transit and biking no more than 10 mins are
needed. While downtown Long Beach is walkable it still
has a large presence of vehicular traffic especially towards
the Southern region of Downtown Long Beach, were most
of the tourists attractions lay. Downtown Long Beach offers
a total of five parks. One thing that Downtown Long Beach
does well is offer public spaces that distract you from the
busy downtown noise and traffic and replaces that with
serene moments. This is due to the amount of parks it
contains as well as being on the water front.

16
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Downtown Phoenix, AZ
Case Study Cities
Area of Focus
1

1 Arizona School for the Arts

3

Burton Barr Central
Library
New City Church

4

Margaret T. Hence Park

2

5

The Japanese Friendship
Garden of Phoenix
6 Hance Park
7

7

6

3

2

4

4

9

5
8

Kenilworth Elementary
School

8 Portland Parkway Park
9 Phoenix Center for the Arts

10

10 Bioscience High School
11 Arizona State University
Downtown Phoenix
Campus
12 The Westin
13 ASU College of Health
Solutions
14 ASU College of Nursing
and Health

15
11
12
18
17

13
14

16

20
19
24

22
23

15 Valley Youth Theater
16 Sandra Day O’Connor
College of Law
17 Chase Bank
18 Hampton Inn& Suites
Phoenix Downtown
19 Sheraton Phoenix
Downtown
20 Arizona Center
21 Thunderbird School of
Global Management
22 ASU Medical Campus
23 ASu Mercado
24 Roman Catholic
Diocese of Phoenix
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General Information
Area Focus: ~2.06 squared miles
Population: ~6,245
% of GS in the Area: 4.7%

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score break down:
Walk Score: 79
Above average walkscore, there are clumps of downtown that are extremely
walkable and some thet still need some more work.
Transit Score: 63
Average transit score, Phoenix has made good changes to advance its transit
system, however it is still in its early stages. The light rail is a good start.
Bike Score: 72
Above average bicycle score. in general Phoenix has been making changes to
better accomodate bucycle users. You can see the initial steps of this with the
various rent a bike centers found throughout the city, however the city is still
heavily car orientated and the roads need more work in order to accomodate
bicycles more thoroughly.
Downtown Phoenix is the most walkable neighborhood in Phoenix

18
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Green Space Study

Public Green Space
~4.4% = .09mi2
Private Green Space
~0.3%
White ~37.3%
Black~58.1%
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Learning from Phoenix

Out of all the other case study cities Phoenix is the closest
to Las Vegas in terms of climate. However unlike Las Vegas
Downtown Phoenix is unafraid to introduce public green
space into the urban core. A large part of the success of
the Downtown Urban core is due to the unvirsity and its
presence. Phoenix has begun to develop its transit system
to accomodate pedestrians from moving to and from its
downtown core. Overall Phoenix is amidst transforming
its city to be more pedestrian friendly. While the city in
general still has a way to go to be considered a pedestrian
paradise they paint a good picture as to what can be
achive in the early stages of making a pedestrian friendly
city. Las Vegas can learn much from looking at Phoenix
and how they have handled living in the desert.

20
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Dallas Art District, TX
Case Study Cities

2
3

1

5
9

4
6

8
7

14

11
10

15

13

12

Area of Focus
1 Arts Apartments

11 Cathedral Guadalupe

2

One Arts Plaza

12 Nasher Sculpture Center

3

Brooker T. Washington High
School
Moody Performance Hall

13 Dallas Museum of Art

4

AT&T Performing Arts
Center
6 Dee and Charles Wyly
Theater
5

7

14 Klyde Warren Park
15 Perot Museum of Nature
and Science

KPMG Plaza

8 Dallas Symphony Orchestra
Meyerson Center
9 Steward Health Care
System Corpote HQ
10 Museum Tower
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General Information
Area Focus: ~70 acres= .109 squared miles
Population: ~581
% of GS in the Area: XX%

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score: 84
The Art district is walkable, 2o mins is more than enough to walk the entirety of the
neighborhood and then some. For how small the neighboorhood is this walk score is
more than acceptable.
Transit Score: 75
There is a transit system in place however it is above average at best, since the
neighborhood is quite small the transit system is really only useful to get you in and
out of the neighborhood.
Bike Score: 64
Average bike score, definately an area for improve within this part of Dallas.

22
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Green Space Study

Public Green Space
~14.4% = .09mi2
Private Green Space
~6.7%
White ~31.1%
Black~47.8%
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Learning from Dallas

The Dallas Art District has entered a period of growth
and prosperity after the creation and installation of Kylde
Warren park, this is a good precedent for the Las Vegas
strip, taking a highway and building a park on top of it
has connected the arts district. This is a key issue that the
strip faces with Las Vegas BLVD bisecting the strip in two.
Dallas is an example to what public green space can do to
inthe urban core when it comes to bringing the urban core
together.

24
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Downtown Portland, OR
Case Study Cities
Area of Focus
1

Oregon Historical

16

Society
2

South Park Blocks

3

Portland Art Museum

4

Arlene Schnitzer

14

17

Concert Hall
5

Regal Fox Tower

6

Pioneer Square

7

Pioneer Square
Courthouse

8 Mills End Park

6
7

5

15
3

4
2

8
1
10

9 Salmon Street Springs
10 Champman Square

9

11

11 Terry Schrunk Plaza
12 Keller Fountain Park
13 Pettygrove Park
14 Battleship Oregon
Memorial

12

15 Waterfront Park Trail
16 O’Bryant Square

13

17 Director Park
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General Information
Area Focus: ~2.06 squared miles
Population: ~6,245
GS per person: Approx: 41.5 m2
% of GS in the Area: 14.5% of

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score: 97
Downtown portland is easily the most walkable neighborhood I have reviewed thus
far, I am confident in saying that a car in not needed to navigate through downtown
Portland.
Transit Score: 100
Not much can be said over the fact that the stat is at 100, No more the n 10 mins are
needed for you to be able to to stravel through the neighbordhood using the transit
system
Bike Score: 91
Most walkable neighborhood in Portland

26
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Green Space Study

Public Green Space
~12% = .09mi2
White ~46.7%
Black~41.4%
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Learning from Portland

Downtown Portland is a very walkable neighborhood, its
scores highly in all criteria. The neighborhood is able to
keep its amenities dense yet have access to public green
space at all times. While climate does have much to with
the amount of green space a city can support the way
that Portland is design is also a major factor. going by this
standard it is no surprise that Portland is an outliers when it
comes to public green space and its percentage according
to its neighborhood size. Downtown Portland has a good
balance in being able to support mulitple transportation
options well.

28
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Chinatown San Francisco, CA
Case Study Cities
Area of Focus
1 Dragon’s Gate
2 St. Mary’s Square
3 Willie Woo Woo Wong Playground
4 Dr. Sun yat-Sen Memorial Hall

8 9

5 Chinese Cental Highschool
6 Gordon J. Lau Elementary School
7 Chinese Hospital

10

7
6
5

4

3

8 San Franscisco fire Station 2

2

9 Ping Yuen Center
1
10 Portsmouth Square
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General Information
Area Focus: ~2.06 squared miles
Population: ~6,245
GS per person: Approx: 41.5 m2
% of GS in the Area: 14.5% of

Walkscore Breakdown:
Walk Score: 100
Chinatown is relatively small and incrediably dense, with these two
factors, it is no wonder that Chinatown has such a high rating.
Transit Score: 100
Chinatown’s transit system is well developed, it is San Francisco
meaning that it is quite hilly, Through a combination of walking and
using the cable cars to go uphills getting around Chinatown is quite
easy.
Bike Score: 70
The largest reason to why the bike score is so low even when
chinatown is comparbly small is because Chinatown is hilly and
making it harder for bicycles.

30
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Green Space Study

Public Green Space
~6.5% = .09mi2
Private Green Space
~1.5%
White ~59.5%
Black~32.5%
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Learning from Chinatown

Chinatown is a fairly small neighborhood, the streets are
quite smal in compairsion to streets in Las Vegas, Because
of this, there isn’t much green spcae along pedestrian
paths, however Chinatown does have public parks
throughout the neighborhood. One of the reasons as to
why the streets can be so thin is that they are only one way
streets.

32
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Comparative Green Space Study
Las Vegas Strip: LV

Downtown Portland: PT
Public Green Space

Public Green Space

~1.0% = .06mi2

~12% = .09mi2

Private Green Space

White ~46.7%

~9.6% = .3mi2

Black~41.4%

White ~35.8%
Black~53.6%

Downtown Long Beach: LB

San Francisco Chinatown: SFC

Public Green Space

Public Green Space

~14.5% = .3mi2

~6.5% = .09mi2

White ~ 50.15%

Private Green Space
~1.5%

Black ~ 35.3%

White ~59.5%
Black~32.5%

Downtown Phoenix: DP
Public Green Space
~4.4% = .09mi2
Private Green Space
~0.3%
White ~37.3%
NQK
Q

Black~58.1%
N

Dallas Arts District: DA

NQK
R

Public Green Space
~14.4% = .09mi2

NO

VK
S

Private Green Space

QK
Q

SK
R

SK
T

~6.7%

NK
R

KP

White ~31.1%

LV

LB

DP

DA

PT

SFC

Black~47.8%
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Changing the Las Vegas Strip
Identifying Challenges
The Las Vegas Strip is an ever evolving urban core, its development is
imperative, as without its growth and innovation it can not keep its title
of as the entertainment capital of the world. And while its advancement
through technology are impressive, it has remained stagnant in its use of
green space and has forsaken the pedestrian in favor of the vehicle. The
convenience of an automobile can not be understated and when the Las
Vegas Strip was first built the majority of its visitors arrived by car. The strip
has only advanced with what it was born with, but the fact remains that as
the vehicle was favored, the streets grew, parking spots were created, and
the pedestrian was left with unadorned sidewalks that offer little protection
from the elements or the traffic. Over 40 million people visit the strip every
year, this is a large number of pedestrians that walk along the strip, making
Las Vegas BLVD one of the most walked streets in the world, yet we have
done little to enhance this experience.
My objective is to revitalize the pedestrian path along the Las Vegas strip
using Green space. Through the addition of green space we can enhance
the pedestrian experience by providing shade during the day, act as a
natural barrier from traffic, beautify the streets and add another element
that the strip can be known for, after all finding an oasis in the desert is a
special occasion.
Within the following pages we will explore the addition of green space
along the pedestrian path within the strip. We will explore how Green
space can affect pedestrian safety, traffic and public transportation.
Through the use of Green space we can alleviate the reliance of the private
vehicle inorder to traverse the strip by making the pedestrian path another
destination among others. With the help of green space we can help the
Strip become known for its pedestrian friendliness further bolstering its
reputation and attracting more visitors.
34
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Adding Green to the Strip
Las Vegas Strip: LV

The Las Vegas Strip is in need
of Green Space, currently the
Strip holds 10.6% of its total
square footage as green space.
Compared to other cities this is
among the average, however
approximately only 1% of this is
public green space, the other
9.6% percent is made up of
private green space such as
golf courses and or green space
held within the resorts not
easily accessible to the average
pedestrian. The public Green
space that the Strip does have
is sparse and used mostly within
the medians splitting traffic, not
accessible to pedestrians that
want shade.
Adding Green space accessible
to all pedestrians along traveled
pedestrian paths will make for a
more enjoyable walk between
resorts and casinos more
enjoyable and tolerable under
the sun. There are a plethora of
green space solutions that the
Strip can take inorder to achieve
the goal of enhancing the
pedestrian experience.

Public Green Space
~1.0% = .06mi2
Private Green Space
~9.6% = .3mi2
White ~35.8%
Black~53.6%

Example of Current Green condition of the Strip
Location Rivera

Example of a possible Green Solution Location: Rivera

Example of Possible Green Solution Location: Bellagio

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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How Green affects the Strip
Pedestrian Safety:

The addition of green space can help
improve pedestrian safety by envisioning the pedestrian path. By adding
green space we can reallocate space for safety barriers, widen sidewalks,
integrate bicycle lane infrastructure, remove obstacles on sidewalks
such as electrical boxes, electrical lines. Rework the pedestrian bridges
found on the intersections so that they allow pedestrians to get to their
destinations without having to cross two or more bridges.

Public Transportation:

With the greenspace reshaping our
pedestrian path we can take the opportunity to reshape our traffic lanes
and help public transportation by creating public transportation only lanes.
Installing bus only lanes now can help the strip in future by installing the
foundation for more costly and complex public transportation systems
such as a monorail/light rail. A better public transportation system can
help spike the hospitality industry. According to the American Public
Transportation Association, hotels with direct access to airports gain an
average increase of 11% in revenue per room.

Traffic:

Like public transportation and the pedestrian path we can look

to add bicycle infrastructure within the strip as an alternate method of
travel along the strip. Once the changes to the Las Vegas Strip begin to
gain popularity we can begin to address traffic concerns on a more hands
on approach. We can push for the streets adjacent to the strip to be able
to handle heavier traffic, specifically maintenance vehicles and fast traffic
to lessen the burden of the strip. With fewer vehicles on the strip we can
afford to reduce the number of traffic lanes within the strip, reduce the
amount of parking spaces within the strip and use the extra space to
create more areas of revenue, effectively making the Las Vegas Strip more
walkable.

36
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Design Exploration
I have provided the current situation along Treasure Island along with a
sketch on some changes that can be done. The changes are small, with only
disturbing one lane of traffic. We can add two green barriers, bicycle lane
infrastructure in place of one lane. Pedestrian path along Treasure Island
is custom and elevated, not needing direct intervention, and benefits from
the extra shade provided by the green barrier. Bicycle lane is protected by a
shaded green barrier.

Current Situation: Treasure Island

Example of Possible Green Solution Location: Treasure Island

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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Design Exploration 2

Example of Possible Safety Solution Location: Bellagio

View of proposed changes along
Bellagio fountains. No large
changes in terms of green space,
Bellagio Pedestrian path is one of
the best pedestrian paths along
the strip as it has plenty of trees
Example of Current Safety Percaussions Location Bellagio
providing shade and security,
Added Bicycle lane infrastructure with low green barrier for better visibility to the
crosswalk. Median has been replaced with a mono rail and monorail rest stop.
Green barrier added along the monorail for extra shade.

38
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Design Exploration 3
Design Exploration adjacent to
Hell’s Kitchen. Goal was to create
an elevated pedestrian experience.
Minimal addition to green space. The
Pedestrian bridge is set to have views
to the surroundings. Goal is to reduce
traffic and increase pedestrian safety
Current Situation: Hell’s Kitchen
by providing an alternate method to
get across the street. Most pedestrian bridges are on intersections. Elevated
Pedestrian bridges can bring an extra dimension to the pedestrian experience.

Example of Possible Green Solution Location: Hell’s Kitchen

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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Design Exploration 4

Possible Green Solution: Paris

Proposed exploration for paris
pedestrian path. Pedestrian path
sees a lot of foot traffic, but has no
traffic barriers or shade. Addition
of two green barriers that do not
provide shade and safety. Addition
of a fast pedestrian lane, can be
used as a bicycle lane or for other
alternative travel methods.

40
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Current Situation: Paris

Zones of Interest
Area A: Bellagio Fountain and Street
Area B: Trpicana Intersection

Brief: Map Shows Zones of interest
where further development of the street
has been conducted
Zones of Interest include
Las Vegas BLVD along Bellgaio and
Paris
Tropicana Intersection with a focus of
Excalibur and Tropicana Corner Entries
Zones focus of the development of the
street as it goes through sequential
iterations.
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Zone of Interest: Current Bellagio
Bellagio

Paris

Las Vegas BLVD

Current: No changes. Shows current
street and green space conditions for this
particular area. Section show street profile
at 1 in, equals 50 feet.

Paris
130’

Bellagio

42
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Zone of Interest: Bellagio Phase 1
Bellagio

Paris

Las Vegas BLVD

Phase 1: No Reduction to traffic lanes, addition of Green
Space along pedestrian paths alongside Paris and Bellagio
entry. Green space as a natural barrier for traffic.

Paris
130’

Bellagio

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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Zone of Interest: Bellagio Phase 2

Bellagio

Paris

Las Vegas BLVD

Phase 2: Reduction to traffic lanes, addition of bike lanes,
green barrier between bike and traffic lanes. Addition of
crosswalks to bus lanes. Addition of Bus lanes in the middle
of the street. Addition of third green barrier seperating the bus
lanes and traffic lanes.
Paris
130’

Bellagio

44
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Zone of Interest: Bellagio Phase 3
Bellagio

Paris

Las Vegas BLVD

Phase 3: Removal of Bus lanes, replaced with monorail.
Bus stops are now replaced with monorail rest stops. Further
reduction of traffic lanes.

Paris
130’

Bellagio
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Zone of Interest: Bellagio
Top two images show
additional views
of the transition of
Bellagio during phase
1 and phase 2.
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Possible Traffic Solution
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Section: Shows
additional changes
to what cann happen
after phase 3.
Monorail has been
moved underground,
freeing up space
above ground
which has added
additional retail.
Further reduction to
traffic lanes. Elevated
viewing platform on
the roof of the new
building.

Zone of Interest: Current Tropican Intersection
New York
New York
MGM

Tropicana Ave

Las Vegas BLVD

Excalibur

Tropicana

Current: No Changes
Shows Current condition of
the Tropicana Intersection
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Zone of Interest: Phase 1 Tropican Intersection
New York
New York
MGM

Tropicana Ave

Las Vegas BLVD

Tropicana

Excalibur

Phase 1: Addition of Green Paces along Pedestrian paths. Green space
begins to hide the large parking lots. Provides shade to pedestrians.
Las Vegas BLVD gains bus lanes. Bicycle infrastructure added. Reduction to
Traffic lanes
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Zone of Interest: Phase 2&3 Tropican Intersection
New York
New York
MGM

Tropicana Ave

Tropicana
Las Vegas BLVD

Excalibur

Phase 2&3:

Joined Phases 2&3 as they are the same as shown in
Bellagio. All additions of Public transportation are added. Focus is on the
Casino entries and the addition of the pedestrian bridge. Casino entries
are reworked to be able to handle the influx of pedestrians, additions
of greenspace along the entries to make them more welcoming. Play
on casino themes with Tropicana getting a tropical theme and Excailbur
getting a medieval look. New circular pedestrian bridge replaces the linear
bridges found in the corner, circular shape allows for 360 views and allows
pedestrians to only need to take one bridge to get to their destination.
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Zone of Interest: Tropican Intersection Sections
Top: Shows Section of
Excalibur and MGM
Middle: Shows Section
of New York New York and
Tropicana
Bottom: Shows a larger
section of the new Tropicana
entry.
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Zone of Interest: Tropican Intersection Views
Top: Shows
design
experiment
for Tropicana’s
entry. Tropical
themed with the
presence water.

Middle:
Possible Solution Tropicana Entry

Shows reworked
excalibur
entry, replaced
concrete safety
barier with
themed stone
barrier. Added
green space.

Bottom:

Possible Solution Excalibur Entry

Possible Solution: Las Vegas BLVD along Excalibur

Shows design
experiment
of Excalibur
pedestrian
path. Added
Greenspace that
acts as a barrier,
replaced parking
with themed
green space.
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Conclusion
Fundamental changes regarding how Las Vegas uses and
generates greenspace is needed. Thoughtful additions
of greenspace can bring great benefits to the pedestrian
experience, through the usage of greenspace we can look
to expand and increase the viability of public transportation
within the strip, add alternate modes of travel to lessen the
reliance of the automobile and increase pedestrian safety.
Adding greenspace along pedestrian paths can eventually
allow for a revision and rework of casino entries and exterior
facades to accommodate the new influx of pedestrians along
the strip, providing a higher sense of immersion as you enter
or exit a casino. Through the development of greenspace
within the strip opportunities are created that can and will
help reshape the future of the pedestrian experience driving
not only the strip but Las Vegas as a whole to a future where
the pedestrian comes first.
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